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Mainstay Insurance Brokerage Inc. Phone: (905)886-9203

In order to
serve you better
To assist you with your employee
benefit plan, we are continually
updating our website. Located at:

READ THIS
before
you travel
www.mainstayinsurance.ca

The site provides easy access to
many insurance company’s
websites and to the health and
dental claim forms you utilize on a
regular basis. We have also
added links to the log on pages
for members (employees) in order
to provide quick access to other
websites.

Who pays for your benefit plan & why you should care.
We often hear employees,
employers, and even insurers
and advisors say things
like…”my old insurer paid for
that claim”, or “why should I
care if some extra charges
are added to my dental bill,
it’s the insurance company’s
problem, not mine”.

Did you know that...

Nothing could be further from
the truth. Insurers do not pay
the cost of claims (except for
their own employees). YOUR
employer pays for the cost of
your benefits PERIOD. You
may share in part of that cost,
but for the most part insurers
are only the final payer of
claims for life or disability
claim after you and/or the
employer pay your premiums.

…many employers provide
Employee Assistance
Programs (EAP’s) to support
you and your family in dealing
with a variety of challenging
issues. Check your employee
benefit booklet (and/or spouses)
for details and contact numbers.

If you submit bills for services
or equipment you have not
received, or allow the prices
to be inflated, or commit
fraud, remember that you are
stealing from your employer,
not the insurer.

Thanks to funding from the
Government of Ontario, an
organization called Mind
Beacon is also providing
free mental health support for
Ontario residents dealing with
stress, anxiety, depression and
more. Check out the site below
for detail.

We think it’s really important
that every employee realize
this fact. The health and
dental claims incurred by
your company one year sets
the premiums paid for the
next year. If claims are higher
than usual, your employers
rates will increase faster than
others. This may mean that
some employers have to
make tough decisions to
reduce plans in order to
maintain costs. Please note
that we did not say that they
do so to save money, but
they may need to reduce
coverage just to maintain
current plan costs.

If you use a form that is not on our
website and would like it added,
please send us an e-mail at:
Dave@mainstayinsurance.ca

https://info.mindbeacon.com/btn542

Need help finding a number, or
just help in general, please do
not hesitate to call or e-mail me:
Call us at: 1-905-886-9203 or
send us an e-mail at:
dave@mainstayinsurance.ca

Using your plan for
medically necessary
treatments is what it is
intended for. Your
employer implemented
the plan to protect you
and your family from
catastrophic losses and to
provide coverage for the
day to day medical
expenses you encounter.
We are often asked if
health care practitioners
are involved in fraud
situations and if they are
participating in such
schemes, is it really so
bad. The answer is yes,
they are, and by doing so
may be putting their
license on the line.
During an educational
webinar, we asked the
advisors in attendance if
anyone had dentists who
“forgave” the co-pay on
their claims. As an
example, if an employee
had an 80% dental plan
and a $500 bill, one would
normally see the
insurer/employer pay
$400 and the employee
would pay the coinsurance of $100.
Forgiving the coinsurance
would mean that the
dentist made no attempt
to collect the $100 that
the employee owed.
Almost half the audience
responded that a past or
current dentist had
operated in this manner
with several commenting
that they appreciated the
discount.

We explained that this
was fraud, and that the
employee and the dentist
could both be charged.
The group was surprised
as the insurer/employer
portion had not been
compromised. So, what is
really the issue?
Had the dentist only
intended for the cost to be
$400, then they could
have submitted that
amount to the insurer for
reimbursement (they can
charge below the fee
guide), NOT the $500. If
they had done so, 80% of
$400 would have been
paid by the plan (or $320)
and the remainder ($80)
would be the paid for by
the employee.
At this point you may be
thinking…hey, my dentist
does that, and there is no
way that is illegal. It is and
your dentist can actually
be suspended or lose
their license for doing so.
The dentist is breaking
the law, but what about
you? The dentist is the
one making the claim so
they are guilty, but you
have also played a part if
you were aware of and
complicit in the fraud. You
are obviously aware, as
you did not pay your full
portion of the bill.
Be aware and just say no
if you are offered this
“deal”. It’s not worth your
job and is your employer
they are stealing from.

What are others paying for their benefits?

Mainstay Insurance
Brokerage Inc.
10 Linton Court
Thornhill, Ontario
L3T 5M9
PHONE:
(905) 886-9203
TOLL FREE:
1-877-624-6789
1-877-MAINSTY
FAX:
(905) 707-0216
E-MAIL:
inquiries@mainstayinsurance.ca

WEBSITE:
Mainstayinsurance.ca
This information is provided as a reference to
clients of Mainstay Insurance Brokerage Inc.
It is not intended as advice. Your situation and
the contract provided by your insurer plus any
relevant legislation shall always take
precedence. Always obtain appropriate legal,
human resource or accounting advice.

Each year we meet to
discuss your plan’s renewal.
During the meeting we
review the change in rates
based on changes in your
staff demographics, claim
costs and the claims of all
small businesses in the pool.
Some of you see higher
increases and others
experience lower increases
or even the occasional
decrease.
The average annual increase
in rates for our block of
business over the past five
years has been about 3.1%;
over the past ten years 2.9%;
and over 15 years only 2.7%
per year. The biggest issue
remains one of a lack of
insurance for smaller groups
dealing with high cost claims,
that results in rate volatility.
We anticipate slightly
reduced claims with 2021
renewals due to the deferred
claims caused by medical
service provider closures
resulting from COVID-19.
We have included our
highest increases and

Note: This side of the newsletter is
intended for you the plan administrator.
The information on the ‘front’ is targeted
more to your staff and can be copied and
distributed for their reference.

Just in case you were
wondering…
… the frequency and cost of
claims are rising quickly as
employees and their families
get comfortable returning to
their regular dentist and/or
paramedical services and
obtain treatment they have
been putting off.
Having an overall average rate
decrease this year is good, but
we may see a higher average
increase next year as things
rebound.

decreases in the chart
below to illustrate the
range of plan cost
changes that our clients
have encountered. These
are compiled from our
current clients and are unweighted.
Annual Premium Changes
Year

Best

Avg.

Worst

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
YTD

-28%
-20%
-17%
-10%
-13%
-21%
-17%
-24%
-42%

-2 %
0.5%
6.9%
2.7%
8.4%
3.7%
-0.4%
1.1%
-5.7%

+17%
+14%
+44%
+16%
+44%
+31%
+31%
+46%
+9%

The initial response we
often get to this is “we
want that 28% rate
decrease”. Who wouldn’t,
one would think, but in
reality, you likely would
not want it.
The firm that had that rate
decrease actually grew
their staff population,
while at the same time
REDUCING their overall
claim costs. They were

really overpaying until the
pricing was adjusted at
renewal to reflect the new
staff added and the
declining number of
claims submitted.
What this summary tells
us is that the average
client paid a benefit cost
slightly higher than
inflation, but not as high
as one might expect.
Are rate increases likely
to get better or worse?
We never know for sure
but can expect costs to
continue to increase an
average of 4-5% per year.
This is due to the aging of
employees, claim
utilization and the higher
than average increases in
healthcare costs that are
seen worldwide.
Locally we can expect the
Ontario dental fee guide
to increase by 4.6% this
year indicating that costs
will continue to ramp up.
We’ll continue sharing to
keep you up to date.

Get your copy of SELLING BENEFITS today
In our October newsletter, I
mentioned that one of the
ways I coped during COVID
was by writing and
publishing my first book.
Well it’s now out in hard
cover, paperback, eversions and on Audible.
Selling Benefits – Lessons
Learned, Voyages Travelled,
Stories Shared

While the book is about
benefits, it’s also about
managing, building and
growing business
relationships. If you’re a
long term client, then
you’ll understand the
book and likely see
yourself in it. If we have
been working together a
shorter time, the book
will let you know more
about how I and
Mainstay operates.
The book shares 20
lessons I’ve learned over
my 25 years in this

business and that I wish
I’d known from the start.
I’ve been sending out
the book after renewal
meetings, but If you
have not yet received a
copy and want one,
please drop me a note
and I am happy to send
a paperback copy.
All other formats can be
purchased and
downloaded from the
book website at…
www.sellingbenefits.ca

